
THE NARRATIVE TECHNIQUES AND STYLE OF THE LANGUAGE IN

HEMINGWAY S THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA

Hemingway's Language Style and Writing Techniques in The Old Man and the Sea The Old Man and the Sea is
undoubtedly Hemingway's masterpiece. It is a simple story about a fisherman Santiago and his battle with a great
marlin. For 84 .

Hemingway also read a lot of hard-boiled crime novels. For example, the novella's many baseball references
enabled critics such as C. When we're reading Hemingway or any writer, we're lost in that sacred trinity of
reader, writer and words, unconscious of the contrail of evolution behind what's on the page. Hemingway
himself claimed that he wrote on the "principle of the iceberg," meaning that "seven-eighths" of the story lay
below the surface parts that show. Was it journalism, other writers, crime novels or parental rebellion that
influenced his writing? It's natural that the habitual discipline of reportage would creep into his creative
writing. He is dead. On the other hand, the part of the story that takes place at sea draws closer to Santiago's
perspective by letting him talk to himself, by presenting a third-person narration of his thoughts, or by drifting
subtly from either of these methods into a kind of interior monologue or limited stream of consciousness. It's
curious that is "Hills For example, Hemingway conveys one of the novella's central themes by repeatedly
yoking religious conviction with a belief in luck. Sparseness can sometimes come at a cost, though.
Hemingway also relies on blending narrative modes to achieve a shifting psychic distance. It came out in '27,
after The Sun Also Rises was doing tremendously well and Hem could have gotten away with anything. He
had a poor relationship with his mother. While the writing in The Old Man and the Sea reflects Hemingway's
efforts to pare down language and convey as much as possible in as few words as possible, the novella's
meanings resonate on a larger and larger scale. Perhaps his vocabulary was limited; he hadn't gone to college.
Eliot and James Joyce. On an average workday he'd be shifting between writing fiction and cable-speak. His
best prose is light and airy, almost dreamlike. The story begins and ends with a third-person, omniscient
narration that doesn't dip into Santiago's thoughts.


